IN TUNE WITH
THE TIMES
ORCHESTRATING OUR FUTURE TOGETHER
MAY 3-4, 2021
NPF VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE
TWO FULL DAYS
10:00 AM – 4:45 PM EST

THE ANTICIPATION HAS REACHED AN INTENSE PITCH.
NOW IT’S TIME TO HIT THE VIRTUAL STAGE.
On May 3-4, the NPF 2021 will be presenting two full days of exclusive
sessions and workshops orchestrated to keep you on track for record
success! Join us for the only premier Mailing and Shipping event that
works directly with USPS leadership, bringing you the most comprehensive
educational and networking platform in the industry.

I N YO U R O FFIC E OR AT HOME, EX P ER I EN C E I T ALL FROM
A FRO N T-ROW SEAT...
Monday and Tuesday USPS Executive Leadership Presentations
Monday morning you’ll hear from the USPS Postmaster General and CEO Louis
DeJoy as he and his executive leadership team unveil Delivering for America –
a strategic future-driven plan for providing the most cost-effective, technology
advanced products and services to business customers across America. On Tuesday
morning, USPS executive leadership continues the conversation, presenting
forward-thinking strategies from workforce stability to investment and
innovation, and more.

Top-Notch, Time-Relevant Educational Sessions and Workshops
Participate among 16+ sessions and workshops hosted by top USPS and Industry
executives. Each session and workshop offers actionable insights guaranteed to
make a positive impact on your business. Don’t worry about missing a session.
All sessions and workshops will be recorded and made available exclusively to
attendees for up to 30 days.

Partner Resource Center
Discover key industry resources and find leading edge solutions for all your
mailing and shipping needs. Plus, establish new partnerships to elevate your
success to the next level.

Enjoy NPF’s Daily Closing Sessions
© 2021 United States Postal Service. The following are among the many trademarks owned
by the United States Postal Service: USPS®, US Postal Service®, United States Postal Service®,
Postal ServiceTM, ACSTM, APCTM, CASS CertifiedTM, CONFIRM®, e-VS®, Express Mail®, FASTTM,
First-Class Mail®, NCOALink®, Parcel Select®, PostalOne!®, Priority Mail®, Standard MailTM,
Critical MailTM, Delivery ConfirmationTM, Signature ConfirmationTM, Informed Visibility®, IV®,
Inteligent Mail®, IMbTM and PCC®. This is not a comprehensive list of all Postal Service marks.
See our privacy policies at USPS.com.

Celebrate your daily wins by participating in our very special Monday and Tuesday
closing sessions. On Monday, the ever-engaging former Disney executive and
expert on customer service Doug Lipp will share fascinating (and fun!) insights into
leadership, innovation and teamwork. Tuesday’s closing event includes fun, games
and music directed exclusively by DJ Troy Adams. Join us in what promises to be two
highly entertaining closing sessions you won’t want to pass up!

MONDAY, MAY 3, 2021

TUESDAY, MAY 4, 2021

Delivering for America: A Plan for Growth
USPS Postmaster General and Executive
Leadership Team

10:00 AM – 12:15 PM EST

PARTNER RESOURCE CENTER

12:30 PM -1:00 PM EST

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST

The Incremental Value of Mail

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST

A Focus on Wellness: Taking Care of You

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST

In Tune With the Times? Not Without
Informed Delivery!

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST

How Consumer Expectations are Changing
The Consumer Marketplace

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST

Addressing Basics to Best Practices for
2021 and 2022

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST

Securing our Nation’s Mailing Ecosystem
from Evolving Cyberthreats

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST

Use SBA COVID-19 Programs to Support,
Adapt, and Grow Your Business

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST

Addressing and Geospatial Technology
Converge

2:15 PM - 2:45 PM EST

PARTNER RESOURCE CENTER

2:15 PM - 2:45 PM EST

PARTNER RESOURCE CENTER

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST

Overview of the International Landscape

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST

The Hybrid Workforce: Reimagining the
Employee Experience

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST

Mail Center Security: Risk Management Is
Everyone’s Responsibility

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST

Real-Time Visibility for Real-World
Decisions

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST

Building a Customer-Centric Organization

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST

Double your Direct Mail Business in 2021

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST

Commercial Mail: Smarter, Faster, Cheaper

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST

Do it Now

4:00 PM - 4:45 PM EST

CLOSING SESSION
with Guest Speaker Doug Lipp

4:00 PM - 4:45 PM EST

CLOSING EVENT
with DJ Troy Adams

10:00 AM – 12:15 PM EST

12:30 PM -1:00 PM EST

Exclusive time to discover new partnerships
to help you succeed.

Enjoy exclusive time to discover the right
solutions in our no-pressure virtual setting.

Session and Workshop schedule are subject to change.

Delivering for America: Engagement and
Investment Strategies
USPS Executive Leadership Team
PARTNER RESOURCE CENTER

Exclusive time to discover new partnerships
to help you succeed.

Enjoy exclusive time to discover the right
solutions in our no-pressure virtual setting.

Session and Workshop schedule are subject to change.

SESSIONS & WORKSHOPS
Monday, May 3, 2021
10:00 AM - 12:15 PM EST | Delivering for America: A Plan for Growth
Postmaster General Louis DeJoy and other senior USPS leaders will open the Forum with a discussion
of Delivering for America, the Postal Service’s new 10-year plan. The PMG and Executive Team Leaders
will discuss how the plan modernizes the Postal Service, while preserving universal six-day mail
delivery and expanded seven-day package delivery.
Following the Postmaster General, Isaac Cronkhite, will discuss the network redesign and
investment for growth. Jakki Krage Strako will discuss USPS Connect, giving customers access to
the Postal Services delivery network. Steve Monteith will talk about inspiring mail and follow that
up with a conversation on direct mail trends.

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST | The Incremental Value of Mail
Physical mail does more than bind the nation; it forms the foundation for successful multichannel
marketing campaigns. What’s more, mail drives and sustains an entire industry that generates
$1.6 trillion and employs more than 7.3 million people. During this workshop, Chris Lien will
explore the value of mail and how emerging technology drives its use and application.
Chris Lien, BCC Software
Sponsored By: BCC Software

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST | In Tune With the Times? Not Without Informed Delivery!
Informed Delivery is becoming the go-to marketing channel for customers who want to increase
customer engagement and ROI. During this session, we will share the latest innovations and key
insights to effectively combine the physical and digital channels. Whether you’re new to Informed
Delivery or an experienced user, this session will cover how to this powerful combination takes your
business to the next level.
Margaret Pepe, USPS
Bob Dixon, USPS
Sponsored By: RRD

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST | Addressing Basics to Best Practices for 2021 and 2022
Business needs concerning addressing have changed significantly in the past year. Changes in address
data and process will be coming in the next year, opening the door to new levels of best addressing
practices for business and mailing needs. This session will focus on what is happening / changing in
this area, including who should care and where / how to get more information.
Adam Collinson, GrayHair Software, Inc.

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST | Use SBA COVID-19 Programs to Support, Adapt, and Grow
Your Business
Learn about the U.S. Small Business Association’s COVID relief loans and grants. Come join us
and learn how you can use the relief loans and grants to support your business and prepare for
growth after the pandemic.
David Hincapie, U.S. Small Business Administration

SESSIONS & WORKSHOPS
Monday, May 3, 2021
2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST | Overview of The International Landscape
Cross-border e-commerce growth, advances in electronic data, value-added tax changes in the
European Union, and, oh yeah, a pandemic that’s impacting airlift and mail delivery in destination
countries: There’s a lot going on in the international market. Our speakers will break down the biggest
issues facing international mailers and shippers and provide insights on how customers can navigate
in the fast-changing cross-border market.
Kate Muth, International Mailers Advisory Group (IMAG)
Nakesha Kemp-Hirst, USPS
Sponsored By: Stamps.com/Endicia

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST | Mail Center Security: Risk Management Is Everyone’s Responsibility
Threats designed to damage or disrupt business activity, and create public panic are committed
worldwide daily. These tactics can cost millions in lost revenue and productivity. With tight budgets
and limited resources mail operations managers are forced to seek alternative methods to protect
critical infrastructure, personnel, and data. This forum discusses the roles of advanced planning,
training, and resource coordination in mail facility and critical infrastructure protection, and
how facility wide threat understanding, and awareness can effectively mitigate risk, reducing the
probability of mail borne and cyber threats disrupting your business.
Floyd Creecy, Heitech Services Inc.

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST | Building a Customer-Centric Organization
The evolving needs of customers served as a foundational pillar of the new Postal Service’s ten-year
Strategic Plan, Delivering for America. Please join Kelly Sigmon, Vice President, Customer Experience,
to learn more about how the Postal Service continues to innovate and personalize the customer
journey at every touchpoint. This session will cover how the Postal Service is using customer feedback
to provide a consistent and reliable delivery network, which is one of the Plan’s core tenets. It will also
provide further details on how USPS is optimizing the use of technology, empowering employees and
developing customer-centric solutions to improve the experiences.
Kelly Sigmon, USPS

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST | Commercial Mail: Smarter, Faster, Cheaper
The Postal Service is offering generous incentives to lower the per piece cost of mailing commercial
letters and flats. Randy Workman, Director Business Acceptance Performance and Mike Filipski,
Business Process Specialist, Principal will outline the processes and systems required to ensure a great
experience with commercial mail. The Postal Service is consistently improving options for commercial
mailers that use Full-Service, e-Induction, Seamless Acceptance, and the Enterprise Payment System
to improve upon previous entry methods. These programs harness vast amounts of data which allow
customers new insights into their mailings. They also provide for a greater ease of use and time-saving
conveniences such as longer cycle times, less paperwork, improved ways to provide information
online and mobile deposits. Understanding the steps to take, contacts to work with and systems to set
up are the keys to success and getting off on the right foot. Randy and Mike will guide you in permit
set up, funding your account, mail entry programs such as Full-Service, Move Update, e-Induction
and Seamless and all the incentives that go along with it! Come see how to position yourself to take
advantage of these incentives and make your mailing experience better, faster and less expensive!
Randy Workman, USPS
Mike Filipski, USPS
Sponsored By: Data-Mail Inc.

SESSIONS & WORKSHOPS
Monday, May 3, 2021
4:00 PM - 4:45 PM EST | Monday Closing Session – Guest Speaker Doug Lipp
Put on your mouse ears. Sit back. And prepare for a talk that is as entertaining and inspiring as
you’d expect from former Disney Executive and Customer Service / Teamwork expert Doug Lipp. Be
captivated by historical anecdotes of how Walt himself turned what could have been a soul-crushing
setback into building one of the world’s most magical, successful enterprises. Interlacing his own
personal stories with the wisdom imparted by iconic Disney characters and brilliant real-world
mentors, Doug brings to life four ingeniously simple lessons that every company leader can take to
heart, immediately put into practice and create a more productive environment where people can
work...happily ever after!
Sponsored By: Pitney Bowes

Tuesday, May 4, 2021
10:00 AM - 12:15 PM EST | Delivering for America: Engagement and Investment Strategies
Day two of the Forum continues the Delivering for America Plan dialogue including its strategies
regarding workforce stability and employee engagement, investment and innovation, and
transforming the network.
Attendees will hear from Kristin Seaver, Joshua Colin, and Angela Curtis as they discuss Service
Excellence. Pritha Mehra will provide an update on technology investments and we will hear from
Isaac Cronkhite again as he discusses transforming the network to be efficient, dependable, and
positioned for growth. Finally, we’ll hear from Gary Reblin, as he discusses mail innovations.

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST | A Focus on Wellness: Taking Care of You

SAVINGS
UP TO 90%

Ship Your Packages with the USPS and Insure
with U-PIC at a Discount
®

CONTACT US FOR A FREE QUOTE
1.800.955.4623 | www.u-pic.com |

License #0E61972

This workshop will provide an overview of wellness, work-life balance, and ways to nurture your wellbeing. It is important to take care of family, friends and work, but also to find balance in caring for
yourself, especially during this pandemic.
Tanya Johnson, USPS
Sponsored By: Escher Group

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST | How Consumer Expectations are Changing the Shipping Marketplace
In this workshop we will dive into the past years shipping trends and how COVID-19 has played a major
role in both consumer shopping and commercial shipping behavior. As more consumers adopt online
shopping, the battle to offer the best customer experience has escalated. Faster and more flexible
delivery options are on the rise while pressure to deliver in shorter timeframes challenges shippers
to rethink their strategy. See how consumer attitudes toward shopping online are changing and how
retailers and carriers alike are adapting their approach to provide the most value at the lowest cost.
Markes Lucius, USPS
Dan Barrett, Grant Thornton
Sponsored By: Engineering Innovation Inc.

SESSIONS & WORKSHOPS

Complete Mail Automation Technologies
End-to-End Automation of your Mailing Operations

Tuesday, May 4, 2021
1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST | Securing Our Nation’s Mailing Ecosystem from Evolving Cyberthreats

Address Hygiene

Chris Nielsen, Deputy Chief Information Security Officer at the U.S. Postal Service, will host an
engaging workshop about cybersecurity as a shared responsibility across the mailing ecosystem.
Specifically, he will discuss the current global cyberthreat landscape and the Postal Service’s cyber
strategy to protect its people, information, technology assets and customers. Chris will also highlight
several ground-breaking Postal Service initiatives that further secure the agency and deliver
innovative marketplace solutions.
Christopher Nielsen, USPS

Streamline Post-Presort
Processes (Mail.dat)

1:15 PM - 2:15 PM EST | Addressing and Geospatial Technology Converge
This workshop will provide insights on how the United States Postal Service is leveraging Geospatial
Technology to enhance Address data quality and drive operational efficiency.
Jim Wilson, USPS
Earl Johnson, USPS

Automate PostalOne!®
Submissions and
Statements

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST | The Hybrid Workforce: Reimagining the Employee Experience
It is no secret that the sudden shift to remote work in 2020 was a disruptive, global phenomenon. Now,
with widespread vaccinations in sight, we are on the brink of a disruption just as great: the move to
hybrid work—a blended model where some employees return to the workplace and others continue to
work from home. We are all learning as we go, but we know two things for sure: flexible work is here to
stay, and the talent landscape has fundamentally shifted. How employers respond to these challenges
will be critical for attracting and retaining diverse talent in the post-pandemic workplace. Learn how
Microsoft – a company with over 160,000 global employees - is supporting the hybrid work evolution
through innovations with new technology. Creating and implementing a thoughtful approach to
hybrid work is a complicated endeavor, because the path forward involves a reconsideration of every
aspect of the employee experience. The isolation of remote work often created siloes, and so a hybrid
approach must solve that challenge by building effective bridges between the physical and digital
worlds—investing in technology and physical spaces that empower people with extreme flexibility. A
successful hybrid work model will provide people with the resources and support they need to succeed
and thrive, no matter their location. New innovations can also help with the shift to hybrid work—
employee experience platforms like Microsoft Viva put people at the center, bringing together systems
of work with systems of support into an integrated employee experience.
TBA, Microsoft
Sponsored By: Microsoft

Scan-Based Pallet
Inventory Management
and Trailer Manifesting
System

Full Range of Seamless
Acceptance Solutions

Call 800-524-0380

Call or register online for a
Free Workflow Review Session to review
your mailing operation and how our
solutions can help.
SeamlessAcceptance.windowbook.com

SESSIONS & WORKSHOPS
Tuesday, May 4, 2021
2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST | Real-Time Visibility for Real-World Decision
The future is now. Informed Visibility Mail Tracking & Reporting (IV-MTR) connects mailers with their
tracking data in near real-time, delivered to virtually any device, any location. This means you can
get unprecedented visibility across the mail supply chain, from acceptance to delivery, wherever you
are. In this session, learn how to sign up for IV, optimize your business intelligence with logic-driven
handling events and flexible data provisioning, and improve how you manage and delegate your data.
Explore the next-gen analytics of IV today and envision the innovative opportunities for tomorrow.
Empower your business—at every touchpoint—with IV!
Steve Jones, USPS
Todd Black, Intelisent
Sponsored By: Zebra Technologies

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST | Double Your Direct Mail Business in 2021
Join us for a LIVE session that is taking the industry by storm! Learn how you can double your direct
mail business in 2021 by adding an additional 8-16 touches to your client’s campaign for less than the
cost of a postage stamp! Print clients are experiencing a 23-46% lift in their direct mail results and
are funneling more marketing budget into print and direct mail when it is a part of an omni-channel
marketing approach.
Erica Switzer, DirectMail2.0
Sponsored By: Window Book

2:45 PM - 3:45 PM EST | Do it Now
Personal Goals. Professional aspirations. Business Ambitions. With intentions of being successful,
we analyze the factors involved and draft plans. Then, we draft contingency plans and graphs and
timetables and spreadsheet and budgets. Then we wait for the perfect timing to put our plans into
action. And we wait. And wait. And wait. There are many reasons for waiting. World events have shaken
the economy. The print and mailing industry is in turmoil. There’s so much information available, that
we want even more before proceeding. The timing never seems right. Of course, the time will probably
never feel right. There’s only one answer that makes sense. Do it now! This workshop will review the
essentials of developing and implementing plans. We’ll have a conversation about why you should
take a leadership role that goes beyond your personal wishes. And you’ll learn why right now is the best
time to take the next step in your journey.
Mark Fallon, The Berkshire Company
Sponsored By: The Berkshire Company

4:00 PM - 4:45 PM EST | Closing Event – DJ Troy Adams
Join us for a virtual closing Zoom event where NPF attendees can celebrate the two-day NPF win,
relax or engage in entertaining activities. DJ Troy Adams will guide you through an insanely exciting
experience including an at-home scavenger hunt, online trivia, bingo and a musical interlude
guaranteed to move your feet! Get in Tune with a great celebration and look forward to more
NPF coming this fall!

PARTNERS

National Postal Forum 2021 May Virtual Event

Save Time & Your Dime
with

The No-Worries Cloud-Based Postal Software
Easily prepare your mailing with no manual updates, no contracts and no more
worrying about changing postal rates and regulations – we do all that for you!
Just upload your list and Mailers Online will speed through the rest.

Easy-To-Use Interface
Keep Addresses Updated
with Real-time* NCOALink®
Get Notified Automatically
when Jobs are Finished

USPS® & Canada Post®
Compliant Mailings
• CASS™ Certified ZIP+4®
Processing
• NCOALink® Processing
• Duplicate Elimination
• PAVE™ Gold Presorting for
Lowest Postage Rates
• Print Your Own Labels

Visit Us at NPF 2021 Virtual Spring Event
www.melissadirect.com/saas
1-800-MELISSA
*NCOALink® files updated weekly. Melissa Direct is a
non-exclusive NCOALink® full service provider licensee of USPS®.

Anchor Software LLC
BCC Software
Brynka
CapStone Technologies LLC
Confirm Delivery, an EII Company
Data-Mail Inc.
Dell Technologies
DirectMail2.0
EAM-Mosca Corporation
Engineering Innovation Inc.
Escher Group
Florence Corporation
Fluence Automation
FP Mailing Solutions
Freedom
GrayHair
Kirk-Rudy Inc.
Mailers Hub
Mailing Systems Technology Media
Melissa Direct
Microsoft
Nitta Corporation of America
NPI
PARCEL Media
Perspecta
Pitney Bowes
Quadient
RRD
SCLogic
SG360°
Stamps.com/Endicia
The Berkshire Company
T-Mobile
U-PIC Shipping Insurance
U.S. Census Bureau
US Postal Service
Window Book Inc.
Zebra Technologies Corporation

T-MOBILE
WORK PERKS

SWITCH & SAVE

IN TUNE WITH
THE TIMES
ORCHESTRATING OUR FUTURE TOGETHER

VIRTUAL NATIONAL POSTAL FORUM
Two Full Days | May 3-4, 2021
10:00 AM – 4:45 PM EST

$

on America’s largest
& fastest 5G network.
Join Us

855-570-9947

149

This all-in package includes full virtual
access for Monday and Tuesday activities, including:
USPS PMG and Executive Leadership Panel Presentations
Exclusive USPS Officer Led Sessions
16+ Educational Workshops
Partner Resource & Meeting Center
Monday & Tuesday Special Events
In addition, all content will be recorded and accessible for 30 days!

REGISTER NOW
Opensignal Awards - USA: 5G User Experience Report January 2021.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Cancellations received by April 30, 2021 are subject to a $25 processing fee. No refunds, full or partial,
will be issued for cancellations received after April 30, 2021. Cancellations can be
processed through the NPF via email: info@npf.org

